" Don't ever dare to tafce your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom , many people you 'll
never knew anything about
have broken their hearts to
. get it for you. "
Alice Duer Miller

If you think the ECHO is lacking, why not write a letter or let
us know personally what items of
interest you would like to see in
prin t? Any constructive criticism
is welcome. Organizations are reminded to contact the ECHO for
publica tion of coming events .
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Strider To Be Inaugurated Tuesday

Inauguration Guests

Robert Edward Lee Strider, II , Dean of the F acuity since 1957 and new President of Colby College, will be officially inaugurated on Tuesday, Oc tober 11, at the Mayflower Hill campus. He is the
seventeenth president of the college, succeeding Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, who retired at the end of the acaby Stewart Stearns
There has never been a list of
demic year 1959-1960.
notable and distinguished guests in
Before coming to Colby, President Strider was an assistant 'professor of English at Connecticut
the history of Colby, comparable to
College in New London , Conn. He is a Harvard graduate ( 1939) and also received both his A.M.
the delegates who will be present
(1949) and his Ph.D. (1959) from
October 10 and 11 at the Inaugurthat university, writing his disseration of President Robert E. L.
tation on the subject Lord Brooke
Strider. From . the more than 140
and the Nature of Truth..
colleges , sending delegates, thirtyFrom 1941 to 1942 President
five representativs will be college
Strider taught undergraduate courspresidents. All of the Maine colleges
es in English at Harvard , Radcliffe ,
are spending presidents , while there
and the Harvard Summer ' School.
are many chief executives from othHe then served as a lieutenant in
er well-known colleges in New EngNaval Communications until 1946,
land.
after which he joined the faculty of
The guest speaker at the InaugurConnecticut College.
ation will be Courtney Crai g Smith ,
The new president' s academic spePresident of Swarthrnore College.
cialty is the seventeenth century.
Presidents Strider and Smith were
President Courtney Craig Smith He is the author of Robert Graville,
undergraduates together at HarLorde Brooke, a biographical and
vard , where both received their
critical study of a seventeenth cenA.B., ivI.A. and Ph.D. degrees.
tury Puritan writer and public figPresident Smith was in the ' class
ure. He has also taught Shakesof 1938 ; Strider was in the class of
peare , creative writing, American
1939.
literature , the novel , drama , and
Presidents from Maine colleges
poetry.
who will he attending the event are
President Strider is vice chairJames Stacy Coles of Bowdoin,
One of the highli ghts of the in- man of the Maine's Citizen's AdLloyd H. Elliot of the University
auguration of President Robert E. visory Committee on Education ,
of Maine, and Charles P.- Phillips of
L. Strider will be a musicale to be member of the National CommisBates.
presented on October 10. at 7 :30 sion on College Work of the EpisRepresenting Amherst is its presp.m. in Given Auditorium. The con- copal Church , .past president of the
ident, Calvin Plimpton. From Concert will be ' presented by the Eisen- Faculty Conference in Theology, and
necticut College for Women comes
berg String Quartet, with Marcella a member of the Advisory Council
President Rosemary Park ; from
Eisenberg as leader.
of the Danforth Foundation: Other
Bucknell its former president and
The
four
members
of the group organizations of which he is a memformer Governor of Maine, Horace
are
:
Anne
Barak
, violin ; Jesse Le- ber include the Modern Lan guage
Hildreth ; and from Northeastern,
vine
; viola ; Aaron Shapensky, cel- Association Professors , the Milton
tOwles.,.Also :.4ife
PresideinV;Asa S. .Kf
""
Society of America; and r,th e' Stand"
tending' is. the - president-elect i of lo; and Marcella Eisenberg, violin.
ing
Committee on Higher Education
Dickinson College, Dr. fioward Ru- The quartet has had extensive exof
the
New England Association of
perience individually with such fambendall .
Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
Of particular interest to the Col- ous orchestras as the New ^ Orleans •
President
Strider believes . that
by faculty , and students are such Philharmonic , the Sadlers' Wells
'
education
is
never
dormant , hut is
delegates as President Paul L: Ballet , the Casals Orchestra at
in
a
state
of change, and
constantly
President Robert E. L. Strider
Ward of Sarah Lawrence College Prades , and the New York City
-must be
that
the
college
likewise
Center
Ballet
Orchestra.
,
(a former Professor of Government
lege, and in 1958 he sang the leadEach member of the group is a willing to change. An example of
here at: Colby in 1951); and Dr.
this transition is the January Plan , ing role in the Colby College proSamuel Green , delegate from Con- fine soloist and has achieved recwhich through his efforts will be duction of South Pacific. In addi- To the Students :
v
necticut Wesleyan (a former chair- ognition in his own right. The muintroduced in the academic year tion , he is a director of the PortThe
inauguration
ceremonies
will
man of the Art Department at Col- sicale promises to provide an excel1961-62. The program is an attempt land Symphony Orchestra.
take
place
as
you
know
next
Tuesby.). From Carleton College comes lent evening in honor of President
,
,
President Stridor is married to
to provide an opportunity for more
the . new Dean of Faculty, Richard Strid or 's inauguration on Tuesday,
the
former Helen M. Bell , and they day morning, October 11. You also
independent research.
<
C. Oilman who taught philosophy October 11.
have four children : Mary H., Rdb^f know that , except for evening semPresident's hobby is music. He
¦¦i
at Colby from 1950 to 1956. Grad.
ert E. L. Ill , William B., and Eliz- inars which will meet as usual ,
uates of Colby present at the In- to mention just a few. The Colby was active in the Glee Club at abeth G. During the summer Tuesday is a class holiday . I just
auguration will be Gordon Trim '29, Glee Club will perform at the cere- Harvard and became its secretary months , the Stridors vacation at a want to t el l y ou that I hope y ou all
President of Babson Institute ; Ber- monies along with a chamber or- in his senior year. Ho took voice cottage on the Straits of Machinac , are planning to attend. Not only is
lessons whilo at Connecticut Coltrand Hayward '33, President of the chestra, i •
in Michigan . Here he does most of an in au gu ral a si gnifi cant event in
Philad elphi a Textile Institute ; Dr.
his writin g and pur su es his studi es th e history of a college, but it i s
Sara B. Young '09 of Wheaton; and
on the relations of Puritanism in also an unusual and colorful ocClyde Russell '22 of the Maine
the seventeenth century, and on the casion. It would mean a great deal
other
Several
Association.
Teachers
impact of Isolationism and scienti- to me personally, and to all tho facMaine
familiar
to
the
delegates
fi c thought on religion and philos- ulty and administration , t o have th e
scene are Dr. Lawrence of Alleophy in seventeenth century litera- students there, A representative of
the students will sit on the platgheny College, f orm er chairman of
ture.
This year the "Colbyettes ,". Colform , and a number of others will
the Government Department at
In the words of Neil Leonard , re- mar ch in th e 'procession. This cereBowdoin , and Warren Hill,, Cpm- by 's talented female singing group,
tired chairman of the Colby College mony is for you as much as it is
missioner of Education for the state has been enhanced by six now voicBoard
of Trustees : "Ho has" a deep for anyone.
of Maine.
es. They aro : first sopranos—Molly
co
mmitment
to hi gh er education
I hop e to see you there. Aft erDelegates ' aro also coming from Giddings and Pusadee Rojaravongand
to
Colb
y
College, .which lie has ward , we can all draw a d eep breath
such schools as Dartmouth , Br own j
se, class of '63, first altos—Joan
served with unusual distinction. He and got ' back to normal — or as
Harvard , Middlebury, the Universis
a remark able t each er and schol ar nearl y normal as wo over got,
Phillips
and Patty J. Downing,
ity of North Carolina, and Stan ford ,
and
an administrator who' has demSincerely,
class of '64 , and second altos—Judy
o
nstrat
ed skill , sound j ud gem ent ,
Bobort
E.' L. Strid er
Reporte rs and Office Staff
Miln or '64- and Cindy Smith '63. Tho
and an open mind . . . To select a
October 3 and H
, tryouts wore held 'September 24 , 25,
successor to our beloved President Chi pman received his AB in chemStewart Stearns '63
and 26 u nd er the su p ervisi on of
Bixler has been a challenging as- istry from .Harvard Collogo in 1954,
Iris Mahono y '61
signment, President Stridor, gives his A,M. in Organic Chemistry from
Colbyotto loader Brenda Phillipps,
Susan Stoln '63
every
indicati on that h o has tho Dartmouth College in 1956, and his
Forty girl s ; tri ed out for Colb y ottos
Sue Lookhart '64
q
ualifi
c
ati ons of leadership which P.H.D, from Illinois University just
and according to tho old Colbyottos ,
Sally Morse '63
will
continue
tho dramatic inarch of this year.
it was very difficult to ohooso from
Judy Milnor '64
Dr. Chipnian 's previous . teaching
Colby
into
the
front ranks of Amso many talented voioos .V
Judy Duprns '62
(
experience
has been two years ' at
orican
educational
institutions.
"
Th e Colbyottos will be singing
Majorlo Convory '64
tho University of Illinois and two
Parent's i Weekend at tho field
Bill Hallot (sports)
years at Dartmouth . His particuhousG , and ot tho con cert in tho
' ¦: ' Sherr y Jackson (T)
lar research interests nro trn 'n snnevening; Also; thoy will sing for
Dfanb Nelson (T)
nolar .intera cti on s, n atural products ,
¦¦
Brom o Brunch on Sunday morning
Diana Emoraon (T)
'
and medical ohomi fitly ,
of Homooonung. Out . of town enJoan Dlgnnm (T)
Top to bottom, left to right ', J oan
Dr. Chip man and his wife , who
gagements include singing for a
Sue Comoaii <M) >
Dr.
Wilmon
Chi
pman
has
joined
waft
a journa lism major at Simmons
w omen 's club in Augusta and, 'in Phillips , J udy Milner , Molly Gid- tho chemistry department '
Joan Baxter (M)
tin s year Collogo , aro n ow living in WatorBoothbay Harbor '• with tho Colby dings, Patric ia Downing, Cindy and is teaching Gonoral
Jan Thompson (M)
Biochemis- vilj o. For rel axation llo onjoys golf ,
' ¦.' . , ;V'
Eight, . [ ' . ' -,
'
'
'Smit h, and Puey. Rojanavangsc . try, Born in Bonding, Mmis,, Dr. fishing, and is
interested in sports.

String Qyartet To
Present ff usicale

Monday Night

Invitation

ColbyettesSelect Six
To Swell Singing Group

Dr. Chipman Joins
Chem istry Faculty
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To the Editor of the Echo : . .
The "article" of Friday, September 30, seemingly relating to the
recent Republican Club meeting, almost to a word distorted the facts
presented at that time: This letter
is not intended to represent a single political viewpoint, but rather
is the considered opinion , of both
Republican and Democratic representatives.
,
The editor's note at the onset of
this tome (not to' be confused with
another word—tomb—which again
"seemin gly " was the intention of
the logographer , who rightfully remained anonymou s) claims, "We
publish the following article with
hopes that its partisan nature will
arouse some groggy Republican ."
To be awakened into a world of fiction' is one thing, but to be awakened into a world of fact is another. The fact that Mr. Hutchin's
speech dealt with general truisms
and party philosophy is no grounds
for comparing him to Mr. Nixon.
The intent of the latter is to win
support for a victory in November.
His statements may or may not be
generalization , but this it not the
point of the "article". The intent
of the former was obviously to lay
a general foundation upon which
Republicans might later base their
considered opinions, which they observe to be factual and specific.
The ensuing statement that Mr.
Hutchin 's remark concerning the
Governor 's Executive Council to be
abolished. The anonymous wonder
condemns the Republican legislature for not passing check and balance legislation. Yet since the' proviso states that this legislation is
not necessary unless the Council is
abolished , and since the Council
has ' not been abolished , the condemnation is illogical.
Whatever we might say about the
writer of this "piece", the burden
of responsibility lies with the editor
for placing it as an ar ti cle in st ea d
of an editorial. Clearly, myth and
opinion belong on the editorial
page , wh ereas an article p roport s t o
be fact. The editor has displayed
personal bias and irresponsibility in
this case ;. we would hope that the
future might hold better journalism.
Jerrold Speers ,
Young Republican
Peter Denman ,
Young Democrat

Role of Chr istianity In
Fraternal L if e Debated

By J UDY DUPRAS
V :V : V
An open discussion on the . topic "Sororities and Fraternities in
a Christian Context" was held Sunday, October 3, 1960, in the Chapel ; lounge und er the au spices of S.C.A. The panel consisted of
thoughtful and well-prepared speakers on both sides of the issue,
and included Chaplain Osbbrne, Professor Kellenberger , Don FreedEDITOR - DANIEL HODGES. '61
man, Frank Stevenson, Bill Bainbridge, Debby Berry, and Diane
MANAGING EDITOR - CAROLYN EVANS, '61
Scrafton. Sandra Fullerton,-- Eresi- ton then explained that most sororBUSINESS MANAGER - LEWIS YURD1N, '61
ity women , although they do not
dent of I.F.A., moderated.
(EDITORIAL BOARD : Diane Scrafton, '61 ; Jacqueline Nunez, '61 ; Jill Williams, '61;
Deborah Berry, '61.)
At the beginning k of the discus- agree with such clauses, feel that
sion it was made clear that the pur- they can do more to eliminate them
SECTION EDITORS
,
pose of this forum was to make us from within the grotrp than from
Asst Business Manager - Allston Weller, '62
News Editor - Jill Williams, '61
aware of the role of Christianity in the outside. Debby disagreed, sayAdvertising Manager • Richard Fields, '61
Feature Editor - Deborah Berry, '61
sorority and fraternity life and not ing that she failed to see how one
Co-Sports Editors -. Gerald Tay, ,2
to
discredit or create disunity in could resolve the personal conflict
^SS SL^T
Elliot Woodier, '62
the fraternal organizations on this resulting:
Circulation-Subscription Manager
Make-up Editor - Ann Gleason, '62
Thomas MacMullen, '63
campus. Chaplain Osborne broadDiane then explained that as long
Asst. Make-up Editor - Susan Schaeff , '63
Financial Manager - Peter Armstrong, '61
ened the discussion 'by stating the
Copy Editor • Mark Bradford , '62
Billing • Susan Miller, '61
as
sorority women are fighting for
similarity of Jewish and Christian
Exchange Editor - David Columbia, '63
their beliefs , they can still uphold
principles of fellowship. He suggesttheir ritual and ideas. Frank Steved that sororities and fraternities
enson asked how much good this
should be jud ged in terms of the
work
would do in an organization
type of fellowship they promoted.
which
had over 50% of its chapProfessor Kellenberger defended
Ever since last Spring, when students first heard of the new cutters in the South.
fraternities on the basis that he had
ting rulesj there has been an undercurrent of dissatisfaction among
found among fraternity men no con- A speaker from the floor asked
the students. This dissatisfaction resulted in a great part from the
flict between, fraternity require- whether , any discrimination was
manner in which the rule was announced without an explanation
ments and religious teachings. Most right, in the light of the Christian
from the administration. Thus( the students not only faile'd to see
fraternities and sororities are adm onition , "Judge not, lest ye be
founded on Christian ideals. While judged. " The answer from the panel
the reasons for the rules, but they also felt that they were being treated
each group-does not always "love" was that people have the right to
as,infants, to whom parents make no explanations of their decrees be
and accept all other people, this select the people with whom they
cause of a lack of reasoning power on the part of the child.
type of exclusion isj natural. He wish to associate, and were given
Tracking down individual faculty members,. I discovered many
cited the fact that many highly in- this right under the United States
sound reasons for the rules. However, it is not my place to give these
tellectual and religious leaders have Constitution! A reminder was made
that many churches in the South
rules
I
ride
with
the
been members of fraternities.
,
reasons. Having reconciled my own insulted p
exclude from their ' congregations
Frank
Stevenson
opened
a
disstill felt that a lack of consideration for students was shown not only
those
whom they do not feel would
cussion on the clauses which many
in the manner in which students were informed of the matter, but
add
to
the harmony of the group.
fraternal organizations have, writalso because of the many consequences of the new rules which cause
It
was
not
stated whether this was
ten or unwritten, forbidding mema
justification
of the above princiserious difficulties to individual students.
bership to people of various religiple
or
not.
especially
ous .or ethnic groups. Debby Berry
Let me concentrate on the transportation difficulty,
stated that she felt there was hyp- The next question concerned
Obviously,
vacation.
Thanksgiving
approaching
of
the
in the light
ocrisy in groups which are based whether you are allowed t o associat e
the administration feels that a Thanksgiving vacation is desirable;
on Christian ideals and yet discrim- with whom you please after you
otherwise it would not have one. However, the majority of students
inate on these bases. Diane Scraf- join a fraternity or sorority. The
at Colby do not live within a range of Colby to get home, leaving at
preferential system of bidding was
Prom our own observations we know pointed out as a reminder that inone o'clock, at a decent hour. The new vacation cutting rule makes
that the more financial aid people dividuals as well as fraternal organit impossible to leave earlier for many students. Yet, it is almost
receive, the more they shirk the izations maintain the right to
equally impossible for students who have 12 o'clock classes to get anyresponsibilities of self-support, and choose their associates.
one to wait for them, for yery good reasons on the part of the drivBoth Don Freedman and Frank
the less ambitious they become. For
ers. The comparatively few cars on campus, as contrasted with empty
these two reasons , we agree with Stevenson pointed out that people
Mr. Nixon that government should tend to be selective anyway, and
parking lots, makes the situation even worse. Add the lack of train
exercise as little control as is prac- that organized selectivity was preunable
who
are
service and the slow bus service, and those students
tical and leave the people as much ferable. An organization , in turn ,
to find rides might as well stay at Colby.
freedom of-clioice as possible, This may conduct a better program of
"So what?", I expect will be the response to this comment. Almeans the states would assume philanthropy. It was also denied
though the faculty may feel that students "have a ball' at Colby, in
greater responsibilities, education that people who join fraternities
ht
about
Thanksgivlevel
rig
lowest
which
hits
its
would be supported 'by the people tend to be selective anyway, and
grind
reality it is a
To the Editor :
'
are
at
one
instead of the Federal government, that organized selectivity was preing. In addition, before every vacation, the last classes
Mr. Kennedy has been proposing
ferable. An organization , in turn ,
o'clock. This means that with every vacation, a large number of stu- many, reforms during the last few housing measures wouldandwork
may
conduct a better program of
any
through private enterprise ,
dents will be arriving, after a very long busride, in the city of New months ' — reforms that will cost medical care program would depend philanthropy. It was also denied
York (or elsewhere) in the wee hours of the morning, with no trans- the United States fourteen billion upon - the voluntary support of in- that people who join fraternities
dollars . Mr. Kennedy, however, has
tend to exclude former friends who
dividuals.
portation before morning out of the city. What is worse, a girl whose pot promised to pay for
these
reparents object to this cannot even have her stay at Colby overnight. forms. Rather, he evades the sub- Mr. Nixon's determination to pro- join other fraternities or remain independent , although not to the satject of payment with the philosophy mote free enterprise is not based isfaction
This problem was felt last exam period.
of some members of the
solely upon tho ideological princiWould it be so much of a loss to conclude at 12 o'clock? This of "spend now , pay later ," and will ples for which America was found- audience.
would mean missing bad traffic at Boston and Hartford, which would not admit that whether these debts ed. As he said in his speech at Ban- Chaplain Osborne ' contrasted efare met now or ten years
be hit an hour later, as well as help other aspects of the situation. It the money will come from from now, gor (Maine), free enterprise is our fective organizations with ineffecincreased best defense against Communism. tive organizations
, pointing out that
is too Utop ian an idea to ask for a more lenient automobile policy taxes.
Mr.
Khrushchev
wants
to
conquer
a
group
is
only
is
surely,
as
good as its memor for an entire day off before Thanksgiving, but an hour,
Because of the Democratic platthrough
economic
means
if
possius
bers.
Tho
whole
question of tho , basnot asking much. Since more students will be in classes before and form , a few Republicans have gent- ble : but to achieve gains in econ- is of selectivity was thus opened
after vacations, moreover, the situation which prevailed last year ly insinuated that thoir opponents omic growth, ho has had to use the up. Some in the audience felt that
advocate increased socialization . Of
kind of competition we havo in Am- selectivity was not 'necessarily bewould .definitely be improved.
course
all Democrats deny this tenbe
seen
.
this
request
will
simply
that
'
I
realize,
erica
; that is, instead of enforcing ing made on the best possible basThere is a danger,
dency, but Republican fears are not
economic
equality, he pays/ teachers, is, pointing out that as many qualas an unfounded student gripe. However, may I point out that Bates completely without reason.
and othor workers needed ified' people seemed to be overlooked
scientists,
College, for one, realizes the difficulties of its students and'has a With federal aid for toaohors ' sal- by tho government higher wages. during rushing. The whole question
special New York bus every vacation. I am not asking for paternalism aries, increased farm supports and The way to conquer Khrushchev, of qualification for sorority or frat' compulsory medical oare for tho
thon , is to continue steadfast in ernity, membership was discussed ,
of this sort. I am merely asking for consideration, and that the powers ' rifled, domes
1
increased
governmental
J.R.N.
.
our own way — not go ovor to liis and it was pointed out that a largo
that he examine a bus schedule.
control. Also, higher taxes and soway.
number of girls aro hu rt badly each
cial security payments will bo necesAlthough
Mr.
Nixon
intends
to
year
at. Oolby for no justifiable reatho
of
members
s
year
This
'
sary. Aron .'t strong central governfootball
team
]
tho
Luck
to
Good
in
our
own
way,
continue
steadfast
son.
No
ono could, answer the quesWorthSherry
aro
:
chapol ohoir
ments and high taxes both elements
intend
toneglect
"puthe
docs
not
Cyn
thia
tion
as
to
why it was impossible to
,
Stevenson
ley, Robert
| of practical , if not theoretical, So- ting our own house in order. " Be- establish additional sororities at
at Springfield I
sDougla
Spoar
,
Smi th , Judith
cialism P
cause Mr, Kennedy - wants.to spend Colby.
|
__ .
mis, Ann Rhodes, Anna RadTho ' real question , therefore , ten billion dollars moro than Mr.
LowJano
Poakos,
Mr. Kollonbergbr stated that tho
wany, Joanne
sooms to bo concerned with tho phil- Nixon, many poOplo think Republicontinued growth of fraternities and
Is, Ann o Lohmarn, Sally MoCobb;
Tito Colby Library Associates j osophy of moderate socialization . I cans aro against progress ,• -however,' sororities suggests thoir worth. SelDavid Marr , Mary Mioholmoro ,
announce a mooting on October j think most Republican s realize that the amount of monoy one spends is ectivity based on proper criteria is
Tod Lookhart , Lynn Kimball ,
a "Santa Olau s" government to pay
13. It will bo hold in tho Smith; for.' education and medicine would not necessarily proportional to tho necessary and 'desirable in society.
Gordon Cummings , Gorald Gould ,
amount of progress ho will accomSandra Fullort on, Susan Forrios ,
Lounge of tho Runnals Union, at j soom like a good government ,
plish. Tho Democrats seek econom- Tlio entire dismission was* hold on
DownGorald Fassott , Patricia
p.m.
8
Profossor
J.
Gary
will]
' Tho necessary ovils of any such ic and social advancement through an adult and mature level.. Whilo
ins, Phyllis Crawf ord ; Barbara
speak , and thoro will bo ooffoo j government offset the good , how- government spending; Tlio Repub- no definite conclusions woro roaohod
Carr , Margaret Brown , Willi am
and tea afterwards. Everyone is] ever. ( . Wo Republicans boliovo that licans sook tho same goals through pertinent questions woro raised
Bosworth , Marj oanno Banks and
which . would stimulate thinking on
some pooplo havo greater success private enterprise.
, \
welcome. Bring your friends.
M arola Achilles,
J stifled by excessively high taxos,
tlio par t of all who attended,
Continued on Pago Throo

Editorial

LETTER TO EDITOR

Continued from Page Two
Mary Hurd

The greatness of pur finest presidents - Jefferson , Lincoln, The Roosevelts , Wilson - lies in their ability
tp extend American aspirations to
encompass the entire family of man.
In this particular election it becomes essential, if not imperative,
to assert a set of national goals
which affirm this concern for all
men. In this country and elsewhere
men are still striving for dignity,
freedom , and a better standard of
living which will lessen poverty,
hunger, disease, and ignorance.
But are we going to crush these
dreams and those of unborn - generations by blanketing the world
with a nuclear"fog ?
For a nation which has sparked so
many revolutionary concepts, we
seem to be mired in inertia, a sorry
sight for the newly independent
states looking to us as a touchstone. "Our foreign policy has been
dominated by fear of Communism ,
our domestic policy by fear of inflation .' Economic assistance programs have been 'sold' to the American people chiefly as a means of
checking the Communists, never as
our creative part in extending our
technolog ical revolution to the rest
of mankind."
We are supposed to be a Christian ' ' country, but little do I see
of "love" or "sacrifice," as we
spend more money per capita on
advertising than on education," more
on alcoholic beverages and tranquilizers than on cancer research. The
disparity in living standards in the
world is widening rather ,than lessening ; therefore it is quite implicit that the West should make a
greater effort to provide not only
money but intelligence and feeling
to the vast underdeveloped areas
of the earth.
To achieve "Peace , Progress,' and
Prosperity" ONLY at home is! an
obsolete set of goals which will only
"bury us" without a shot being
fired. We must , for our sake,, and
for the world's sake, examine ourselves and, if necessary, uprooj ;
some of our values.
I ¦ realize that l a m writing in the
highest generalities, but specific application can turn them into a
course of action. Standing before
an audience in New York last December, Adlai Stevenson stated :
"Today not rhetoric but- fact should
bid us believe that our curious combination of complacency and aprehension, of little aims and large
fears, has within it the seed of destruction first for our own community, and then for the larger
hope that, as science and technology bring the nations inescapably together, freedom , not tyranny, will
be the organizing principle of the
society of man ."
.-"The United States is ready for
a new awakening and the achieyj e-
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apologize to its quaking driver. A
second bus came. The blue lights
flashed again, the band struck up
again , and the cheers poured forth.
Another wrong bus.
At six-twenty the trooper following the bus radioed to his stillwaiting colleagues : "The bus is now
on the'campus. What do I do now?"
The coaches and players wh.6 had
expected nothing were thrust up onto a truck in front of microphone
for their welcome. President Strider gave a speech , the band played,
the crowd cheered. Co-captain Nigro
said. "I' ve never seen anything like
this at Colby before." And Co-captain Berman could only say, "AContinued on Page Six
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Welcome Nome Champs! "
Waterville Sentinel Photo
Right after the football team's
gigantic reception Sunday evening
at the Field' House I had to go to
an. Inter-Fraternity Council meeting.
IFC President , Frank Dercole , looked glum and depressed. Since I
knew, however, that he had almost
single-handedly J organized the 500
student welcome for the victorious
team on its return from the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings
Point , Long Island, I went to congratulate him.
"Congratulations. Your plan was
a tremendous success.,"
. "But , Dan , "he said," half of it
was a failure," "Our State Police
escort never came through."
As we walked downstairs and he
told me more, I had to agree that
this was the most beautiful miscai*riage of plans in four years. The
plan have evolved Saturday night at
the„ATO's party . Frank and Bernie
LaLiberte, and ex-ATO who olayed
on the Waterville Bruins , hockey
team and lived downtown , cooked
up a reception for the bus carrying
the returning Colby Mules. Sunday
morning they got to work.
ment of greater goals. Within it
are the moral and material elements
of new purpose and new policy. It
is the task of-leadership to marshal
our will . and point the way. We
had ' better start soon for time is
wasting."
As students w e c an, to quote Alfred . North Whitehead , "think
greatly." As citizens we can vote
on November 8th.
Sincerely..yours ,
Steve Garment

LARRY'S
PHARMACY
Prescri ptions

By 5 :30 p.m. Sunday afternoon
all their plans were ready. Signs
had been posted i all over campus :
"Welcome our Team . 5 :30 at the
Field House. Be There !" Frank had
called all the fraternity houses and
explained the reception , and at noon
people had announced the plans to
the girls in the dining halls. He
had contacted the cheerleaders and
alerted the band. In the meantime
Bernie LaLiberte, who . knew some
of the state troopers , had them out
looking for the returning bus.
Frank himself was down on the
August^i-Waterville highway at the
Winslow Diner at 5:30. With him
were more than forty people, ten
decorated cars , a band on the back
of a convertible, and two State Police cruisers. They planned to stop
the bus as it came by, lead it to
Waterville with a police escort , and
then parade up Waterville 's oneway Main Street the wrong way.
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Watorville 's Professional
Drug Contor
INVALID AND SICK
ROOM SER V IC E

DENNISON SUPPLIES
STUDIO G REETIN G CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
Salos - Sorvico - Rental
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Night Calls TR 2-7732
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At ten to six a state trooper called the troopers at Winslow. "The
bus is in Augusta going pretty fast.
I
t should be where you are within
twenty minutes. " Frank immediate-!
ly made two phone calls. First he
called Don Springer waiting at the
ATO house, and Don went out to
ring the victory bell for the next
twenty-five minutes. Second , he
called Mary Low Hall where Bob
Shattuck, the band and the cheerloaders were waiting ; and the parade started. Gathering two-hundred fifty girls from the dorms, it
went up through the qxiad , down
fraternity row and over to the Field
House — increasing its size all the
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Victorious Colby Team
EludesState Troop ers
By Escap e On Turnp ike

way. Colby was ready for the bus.
And so was the Winslow Diner delegation.
The original trooper- who spotted
the bUs in Augusta followed it at a
discrete distance as it serenely turned aside and (a little illegally)
sped up the neW thruway — two
years under construction , still officiall y not open for traffic. Meanwhile the waiting reception party at
the Diner was tense. A bus came
toward them. . The State Police turned on the cruisers ' flashing blue
lights , the band ' began to play and
the onlookers started cheering. One
of the troopers , stepped out onto the
road and flagged down the bus.
But . . . wrong bus. They had to
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SPRING ST. LAUNDRA MAID
10 Spring St.
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SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY
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MULE KICKS
GERRY TAYS

Loebsmen Sp lit In Mules..Sink Kings Point ;
Weekend Con t ests, CMffordmen Impressive
First Loss E¥er

The Colby varsity soccer squad
opens its home season tomorrow afternoon as it takes on a strong
Boston TJ. team at 2:00 on Craf t
Field. The Mules split even on their
two-game trip to Boston last weekend , as they defeated Babson by the
score of 6-3, and then suffered a
heartbreaker at the hands of Lowell
Tech , 3-12. Captain Steve Chase
proved to be the best point getter
as he tallied five of the nine goals.
Coach Mike Loebs has stated that
his team has found itself and expects a vietory over B.U,. tomorrow.
Last year Colby defeated B.U. in
Boston in a double overtime match.
Coach Loebs has expressed satisfaction over the work of the veterans
on his squad, with particular praise
going to Don Freedman, who was
not in college last year, but was one
of the students interested \ in promoting soccer some five years ago.
Freedman is playing at center half
back and has a big job before him
\tx filling the shoes of Dan Burgess.
New men breaking into the lineup
on the Boston trip were Steve
Weeks, (Jus Raiha, Lawry Barr,
Neil ' Clipsham * and Kim Snow.
Coach Loeb s stated he expected a
great deal "from these sophomores
in replacing the dependable seniors
who graduated last June.

Coach Clifford's football Mules roared to a 30-14 victory over
a "rough" U.S. Merchant Marine Academy eleven by tallying 16
points in the final period.
,
'
The Mules showed surprising power against a veteran Kings
Point eleven which last week played Temple on even terms before
. ' .
bowing in the final period.
The Mariners, trailing 14-0 at wicz, right tackle and the only first
halftime, got back into the game year man on the Mule starting elevwith a third period touchdown .only en, dropped on the loose ball to set
to fade under Colby 's final period up the score. ' j
surge.
Quarterback Ken Bee fired the
The unbeaten Mules, who downed touchdown drive, passing 15 yards
N orwich two weeks ago, m arched to halfback Bruce Kingdon then
63 yards in the opening period with hitting end Bob Burke with, a ninefullback Bob Nigro plungi n g over yarder for the tally.
from five . yards out.
Reserve back Dave Cox climaxed
The Mules took advantage of a a 70-yard Colby drive in the third
Mariner fumble to push home an- period with a two-yard buck to payother six-pointer in the second dirt.
quarter. Sophomore Dick Bonale- A Kent Davidson to Burke pass,
covering 45 yards, started the Mules
believe that the potential ability is on another scoring march in the finin our frosh squad and that , every al stanza. Kingdon scored from
man playing to his maximum,- we four yards out.
can have another successful frosh COLBY
,
6 8 0 16—30
season. "
KINGS POINT
0 0 6 8—14

Many of you readers of the ECHO may remember an article
that appeared in the September 23rd issue that was entitled, "Warnings To Freshmen". It is with regret that I remember the article, for
t he simple reason that I*could not tolerate its appearance. However,
the ECHO has the policy as do many newspapers, that articles writ^
ten by students deserve, to be given space. My policy is to first read
and criticize the article thoroughly before ever letting it get out of .the
office, but , as the saying goes, "you can't fight city hall." Another
reason for the (criticism?) of this article was the fact that it did not
appear on the sport page although it dealt mainly with an athletic
problem. For this reason I feel that I must apologize for its appearance.
The ECHO encourages the entire student bod y to write articles
for the paper about any phase of life that it may desire. As I have
already said, articles written by students will be given space if it is
at all possible. However, before you all take pen in hand, let me give
you one small but very important bit of advice: GET THE FACTS!!
With reference to Mr. Keddy's article of September 23, I would
like to clear up some points that have given a few of us a great many
laughs and others cause for sleepless nights. First of all, fr eshmen
play ing football DO NOT spend 18 hours per week on the gridiron.
Coach Kelley informed me that freshmen spend, at the most, 8 hours
per week on the field. If y ou have ev er seen fr eshmen playing football on Saturday, my advice would be to tell Coach Kelley, because
he has never called a Saturday practice to the best of his recollection. Secondly, it is the contention of most people who have at any
time played sports, and J am included in that group, that marks do
not suffer during an athletic season. In most cases, marks tend to rise
rather than fall due to the fact that the athlete has less time to waste,
and consequently, although he may spend fewer actual hours at the
books, he studies more conscientiously. Upon close examination of the
matter, I found the average of all freshmen- last year to be 1.86, an
average not to be scoffed at when you consider it includes flunk-outs
as well. The fact that some flunked out can by no means be accreditThe 1960 Colby freshman soccer
'
'fre
aren
t
shmen
simply
candidates
will have their first opsome
ed to athletics but to the mere fact that
portunity
to
display their abilities
read y for college.
as
they
open
their
season next WedMr. Keddy's solution to, the problem, abolishing all freshmen
nesday afternoon, taking on Kents
sports, and allowing them to play varsity sports, is pu rely ridiculous. Hill School from Maine on the MayAllowing freshmen to play varsity sports at a school of Colby's size flower Hill campus at 2:30.
would mean an immediate expulsion from the NCAA. The advanAbout 35 . frosh candidates reto
mention
ported
for the team at the beginare
too
numerous
a
member
of
the
NCAA
tages of being
ning
of
the season, and since the
here, but let me mention one. Colby, should it drop out of the NCAA
rugged
practice
sessions have been
would never be permitted to enter an NCAA sponsored tournament.
underway, "the number has been
Consider, as an example, wh at this would mean to this y ear 's hockey reduced to ' just those who are genteam. It is the contention of many people on the hill th at Colby could uinely interested in the fall sport.
possibly come out of this year's tournament rated either second or When Coach Loebs was interviewed
third. As the situation stands now, people outside of the Mortheast are earlier this week, he displayed an
optimistic frame of mind as he
n ot sur e wh ether th e word Colby is a foodstuff or a college. Even the described the various frosh who will
mere fact that we entered the tournament, should we secure the bid , probably be in the starting lineup
would be a tremendous shot in the arm as far as bur reputation is Wednesday. He has high hopes that
when next fall rolls around , som e
concerned.
will
be able to move up to the varwas
Mr.
Ireshmen
plague
that
the
problems
Another solution to
' .
sity.
Keddy 's idea of having an experienced counselor or psychiatrist availAs
far
as
positions
go, the folable at all times. Thanks to Mr. Paul Perez the problem was solved
lowing have been scrimmaging the
before t hi s y ear's freshmen class arrived on the hill.
varsity almost daily : on defense,
If it sounds as if I am bitter it is because I am. Freshmen ath- Bill Crittendon, Al Olivetti , Dave
let es are hard enough to recruit without uppcrclassmen writing ar- Polley, Andrew Srodin , Hans Onsticles containing pure folly.' So, freshmen , before you make up your nager, and Myron Kazanjian . On
which must score
mind to avoid sports in your first year here, look into the situation the forward line,
the
goals
for
the
Baby Mules, are
carefull y and consider all there is to be considered. Then and only Mario Diaz , Everett Mitchell,
'
then should you make the final decision.
James Valhouli , Thomas Andrews,
Stan Gordon , and Stamatis Tsitsopoulous. Fighting for tho goalie posr
ition are Bill Bacon and Ed Griepen3-PIECE CORDUROY CONVERTIBLE
•
kerl..
!
Coach Loebs stated that he is
This terrific sport outfit ^ actually a "wardrobe- j
very happy to have Professor Kem- , m-itseli., Natural shouldere
d j acket is lined in j
\
pers come out on the soccer field
an
Antique
;
print
week
where
t
his
Mass.,
field
with
matching
,
.
The Colby Mules travel to Spring
breast-pocket ;
whenever possible to assist in coach"
;
handkerchief.
suffered
at
the
hands
You'll
go
defeat
4-9-14
for
for
the
the
revenge
Antique
crested
th ey hope to gain
ing the. frosh. Professor Kempers
metal buttons, flapped pockets, and center vent. J\
of last year 's Springfield College eleven. Coach Clifford' s squad is not new at tho kicking game ; he
would like nothing better than to return home to Seaverns Field for played, as.a student in Europe and ; Matching' Post-Grad slacks are trim and tapered, j
also recently coached tho frosh team I Vest reverses to match j acket
lining and hand- J
Parents Day sporting a 3-0 record. The Mules showed explosive pow- at the University of
\ Rochester.
kerchief.
hope
the
same
comWear
the
Kings
Point
and
convertible in all kinds of 1
er and a solid defense against
With two l arge squads reporting
combinations
and
—
you
IRuggori
Pratt,
,
be the hit of the ,crowd ! !
I
'll
himself.
Well
,
for soccer, Dr, Kompors has been
bination will lend thorn to victory
but
Gilbo
isn't.
back
Jurgonson
nro
,
a tremendous help to Coach Loebs.
this week ,
Spring field Avill most likoly play We do have a , quarterback by tho
As a final word , Coach Loebs
a different type of game this year name of Bill Wood , Gilbo's under- stated , ' "I am optimistic enough to
' ¦ : 'i
' ¦ ¦ '¦ •
' . ; : ... y ' : y
'
than tlioy did hist-, Last year, rely- study last year, who should do tho
'
"
. .
:
i
ing mainly on tho arm of quarter- ..trick—on tho ground more than in Maroon 's oonoh fools that his toam
H
The Stor e For Men and Boy *
back .Too Qilvo , ono of tho host pass- tho air , So our main offensive at- on tho ( whole has gained speed ,
ers in tlio Rnst, tho Maroons passed tack this season could vory woll bo ilepfch ,, and bal ance. At ' many posiOolby to death , Springfield has lost on the ground, " If tho Maroons tions , tho Maroon 's depth ranges
Gil bo and this has to bo felt. , Tha rushing attack bogs down , however, four doop, In the final analysis,
Maroons conch, Edward ' Dunn , in ono can bo almost certain thoy will Coaoh Dunn boliovos tliafc if quar- !' .NmfflnHH W .fiP 1^ 1 HO B
^mtw
reviewing his team said , "Last year go to thd air hoping to find tho terback Wood oomos through satisWHERE COlBY BOYS MEET
j
wo had tho passer hi Joo Gilbo and Mules displaying an "open sky " factoril y, the Maroons will be a ! ¦
!¦
Ludy
'21
'27¦(
Pacy
Howie f41 I
tho rimnovft in Don Huggori , Bob policy as thoy did last year,
Hhavp out fi t and should improve on
¦
¦
' ' ¦¦' - ' - '
x '
.. .\.Vv
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Pratt , OJmrlos Jurgonson , and Gilbo Though lie has lost Gilbo, the last year 's 54 record . ,
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Frosh Booters In
Wednesday Deblit

M ules Hope to Avenge
Worst Loss Last Year
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Bustin Busts Nixon For
Pink Sheets,Monomania
,_ .. ..;, - . ,,

¦

By DAVID BUSTIN

Richard ,Milhaus Nixon began his political career in California
in 1946. Today he is all over the United States campaigning vigorously for its highest office. One thing' that has remained constant over
this 14 year period is his method of campaining. The tone may be
milder now but the style is familiar. The October issue of The Progressive magazine features an- article by Morris H. Rubin entitled
Somewhere . . . Joe McCarthy
"The Case Against Nixon" which
must
be smiling. ,
should be required reading for evDavid Bustin
eryone who will cast a ballot on
November 8. The article deals with
our vice-president from 1946 to 1960
and tells the story of how he got
where he is today. Our concern here
,
....
is with his 1950 campaign against
Helen Gahagan Douglas.
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Mr. Win , Fiedler
Joins Musie Staff
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Tuesday, October 11
Inaugeration Day
Librar y opens — 8:30 A.M.
Library closes —10:00 A.M.
Librar y opens — 1:30 P.M.
Thereafter library resumes
,,
regular , hours.
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First Exchange Student
Praises New Program
,

Rubin reports that Nixon's "prinColby began this semester a student exchange program. I, Kathcipal weapon" was a "calculated
-campaign to pin the red label" on erine Lee, a sophomore from Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee,
Mrs. Douglas "whose record in Con- am very happy that I was given the opportunity to be your first exgress has been denounced by Com- change student. „
munists • as vthat of a 'capitalist
Many of you have seemed quite interested in the< program and
warmonger'."

have asked questions concerning it. I will take this opportunity to tell

"The principal piece of campaign you a few things about it.
be able to take ideas hack to our
literature" Nixon used was the now
A student exchange program be- home colleges.
famous "pink sheet" /which began
Thank you very much for the
tween Fisk and Oberlih college beas follows : "Many people have rekindness
you've shown me. I'll see
gan rather tentatively during . the
quested a comparison of the voting
you
around
the campus !
school year of 1950-1951 ; It was
records of Congresswoman Helen
remarkably
successful
from
the
Douglas and the notorious Communstart and has not only continued
ist party liner,. ^Congressman Vito
between these two institutions but
Marcantonio of New York. "
expanded to include also . Pomona
The "pink sheet" went , on to say College, Whittier College, College
-that "Mrs. Douglas voted the same of Wooster, Denison University,
as Marcantonio 354 times" and that University " of Redlands, and other
''they always saw eye to eye on Un- outstanding liberal arts colleges.
American activities . ^ and internal During the second semester of the —Mr. Stanley Bober , an enthusiassecurity." Rubin points out that 1956-1957 school year,, 12 Fisk stu- tic individual, has joined the Colby
most of the 354 votes , were "relat- dents participated in this experi- staff as teacher of Economics. Mr.
ively minor and non-controversial en ce, and the number, continues to Bober received his B.A. and M.A.
from New York University, and he
matters on which there was substan- increase.
is now in the midst of working for
tial agreement among all factions.''
Before I arrived here I felt as his Ph.D. A native New Yorker,
¦On 66 ''outstanding" votes Mrs.
though I had visited Colby already
Douglas and Marcantonio . voted arid^had- met all of you . The very Mr. Bober is finding Maine life" a
alike but "so dicll-a maJority~6T.pre warm letters that I got from Dean challenge as ¦well as a change!
Mr. Bober is not a sportsman ,
House itself." Only 2 of the 3^4 Seaman, my ex ch angee Nancy
votes were concerned with "internal Rowe, (who will return here the and he stopped stamp collecting
security." Mrs. Douglas voted beginning of the second semester when he was twelve. However, this
against the "Mundt-iNixon . Com- when I return to Fisk), my two man . is • intensely enthusiastic and
munist Control bill and against roommates, Lillian Waugh and interested in what he is teaching.
overriding President Truman 's veto Karen Forslund , and several others Teaching at Oolby, he finds, preof the Communist Subversive Con- of you made me feel right at home. sents a challenge not often found
in a large university. This is the
trol bill." Fifty-seven other conchallenge of getting to know your
Already
I've
fallen
in
love
with
gressmen voted with her on the
students. By forming personal reColby.
Even
though
it
was
raining
former and 47 on the latter.
the day I arrived and several days lationships with the student, the
The "pink sheet" went on to afterwards, and even though my professor becomes more ingrained
mention "the Douglas-Marcantonib trunk (containing my raincoat , in- and simulated into college life.
Axis" as if her guilt were firmly cidentally) was delayed several Mr. Bober wants to awaken his
established and ended with these days, I've had a very good two students to the challenges of realiwords : "Remember 1 The U.S. Sen- weeks here. The hundreds of smiles ty through Economics, for the
ate votes on ratifying international and "hello's" I've received make up growth and survival of any nation
treaties and confirming Presidential for the rain a thousand times.
rests on its economic soundness. He
appointments. Would California
hopes
to point out to his classes
¦Speaking of the weather, I hope
"Marcantonio to the Senate ?"
that
revolutions
are nob entirely
I'll survive through your winter.
political
but
economic
as well. Mr.
,
We can recognise the familiar Living in Alabama, I'm afraid I
Bober
hopes
to
help
others
undercold
Nixonian techniques of "the big lie, don't ge^ extremely
winters
stand
problems
on
a
theoretical
as
the sly innuendo and guilt by as- and, believe me, everybody here has
well
as
a
factual
This,
basis.
man
is
sociation" used to charge opponents assured me that you do have cold
an
individual
who
is
really
interestwith disloyalty and being "soft on winters and that you do get snow I
'
^Communism" at work throughout I can hardly wait for your fi rst big ed in h^ s work and who will stand
up for his teachings,
his career. No amount of Madison snowfall.
c
Avenue 'image making' can cover
I sincerely hope that the exchange
up what this man really is. Rich- program wilf be successful here
Trad ing Post , Inc.
,
ard Milhaus Nixon is Running for and that you will wish to continue it
Clothing, Foot wear an d
the Presidency of the United States in tho years to come. Tho experiSporting Goods
-at the most oruoiaj time in our his- ences will certainly be an enriching
71-73 Temple Stroet
tory . . . and who knows, maybe arid interesting one . for both Nancy
WATERVILLE
MAINE
he'll win.
and mo, and I'm sure we'll each"'

Mr, Stanley Sober
Joins Oolby Staff
In Economies Dept
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Have you heard of Mr. William
¦
¦
:
i
Fiedler yet ? Colby 's distinguished
51 Main Street
^
visiting lecturer • has become well
Waterville
Maine
1
known-and admired in. both Amer- ¦
]
Charge Accounts
J
ica and Europe through his devo- j . '
|>
-3
¦3
tion to music as a conductor and
i
an educator. He has directed both "
orchestra (as guest conductor of
the Boston Pops) and voice, and
The Guite Shop
plans to continue choral direction
j
at Colby as chapel-choir director.
TAILORS
On American campuses, Mr. Fiedler Custom-made Jackets for fello ws
has held positions as Associate Pro- with broad shoulders and small <\
fessors of Music at Antioch College, waists. — Reasonabl e prices.
!
_
Head of the Music Department at 1- » - - — — — —
__ _ _ _ <
Alfred University, and member of
the music department at Chico
State College.
D a ki n ' s
!
"Off campus" Mr. Fiedler has
SPORTING GOODS CO.
distinguished himself through his
67 Temple
TR 2-2344
avid interest in community orchesj
Student
Prices
on
All Sports
tras. With his wife Geza (also a
concert musician) he has helped to
establish and develop the Springfield ,. Ohio Symphony Orchestra and
Harol d B. Berdee n
the Annual Arts Festival of Alfred
Job
, Novelty & Socia l Printing
University.
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Tailors , Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alter ations
Custom Made Clothes
22 Main St.
Waterville
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i
Gas Tank Full ?
i
; For The Weekend ? ]
For The Game ? . !
|
¦ See

!

I

i "COOKIE" MIGHEAL. I

\ Corner of North & Pleasant Sts. !
!

WATERVILLE

MAINE

j

'

i

i

Super Shirt Laundry '!
DRY CLEANERS
l

i

TR 2-9731
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Tel. TR 2-602Y
146 Mdin Street

TONY'S FABULOUS !
ITALIAN
SANDWICHES
OPEN SUNDAY

m m\ m

Giguere 's Barber Shop j
and Beauty Pa rlor

What does Mr. Fiedler think of
Maine in general, Colby in particular ? With Colby he is "tremendously impressed , and amazed at the
strong interest in music and sense
of responsibility of the students concerning rehearsals." He is equally
pleased with Maine, espec ially f or
two reasons : the proximity of the
ocea n, which has enabled him to
renew his interest in sailing ; and
the weather, for as he says after
living for a long while in California ,
"any rainy day is for me like heaven-sent." Now thar is a novel philosophy . . . especially at Colby 1

'

m~ mr- B m m m - C -

"We Give You Serv ice
Telephone TR 3-3434
88 Pleasant St.
Waterville

Both Fiedlers >plan to continue
their musical interests while at Colby through, the Community Symphony Orchestra and through teaching. Mr. Fiedler teaches piano and
voice while Mrs. Fiedler instructs
students -of the violin, cello, and
recorder.
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Bachelor Bundle Service

i

TR 2-5481 '

74A Elm Street
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DINE R

PARK'S

!

WARE-BUTLER , INC.

Main Street

14 Nort h Street

Wate rville, Maine
WHERE QUALITY ,
,
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SERVICE AND
'

i

Open
Day and Night
'
-
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LUMBER & BUILD ING

\
!

PAINTS

!

'

i

!

SUPPLIES

CLEANLINESS PREVAIL
.i

TR 3-3371
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I

DOORS

HARDWAR E

Wa terville, Maine
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"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

As Guest Lectu rer

AFFTER—DINNER COFFEE
All freshman women are invited to an after-dinner coffee in
Mary Low Hall on Monday, ;
October 10 immediately followin g
the evening meal. Dorm council!
members of Mary Low will hostess the event. Come get acquainted with the seniors !
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HOMECOMING QUEEN
CANDIDATES
We regret that due to circumstances beyond our control the
names of three candidates for
Homecoming Queen were omitted
from last week 's issue. ' The correct list follows .
Alpha Tau Omega —
Linda Johnson
Delta Kappa Epsilon —
Sue Curi
Delta Upsilon —
Marty Schatt
Kappa Delta Rho —
;
Peggy Chandler
•
]
Lambda Chi Al pha —
Karen Knudsen
j
-i
Phi Delta Theta —
Linda Doe
' i
Pi Lambda Phi —
J
' B. J. Campbell
j
¦i
Sigma Theta Psi —
Sue Woodwar d
>
Tau Delta Phi —
!
Leslie Duggin
¦
Zeta Psi —
I
Gail Koch
see
Parents ' Weekend will
durdis
play
on
these candidat es
ing half -time at the game with
Individual pictures and
trinity.
write-u ps will be printed in next
week ' s ECHO.

Member of the
I
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TILLIES PUNCTURED
ROMANCE

)
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Freshmen students at Colby have
p layed host to eight honor , students
from Lawrence High School in Fairfield during the past week. Although these high school students
are . still two years away from college , they have sampled Colby's
curriculum to see what college is
like, in an effort to strengthen a
desire to continue their education .
If the program is,successful;, the college will extend similar invitation s
to other high schools in the Waterville area.
The plan was evolved by David
Marshall , teacher of chemistry and
physics at Lawrence, and by Colby's President Strider and Dean of
the Faculty E. Parker Johnson .
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| Post Office Square
» Esso Service Center
>

8 Honor Students
Sample Activities
Of f ered At Colby
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Waterville , Maine

! MHJESTI C
! RESTJ&PIM&NI
Home Style Cooking
America n & Syrian Food

;

"

!

Located At

60 TEMPLE STREET
Air Conditioning
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MOUSE?
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INSURANC E CORPO RATION
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VICTORIOUS COLBY
Continued
from Page Three
Verified Lubrication
j
mazing . . . just amaziiig."
i.
Road Service
.j
Dercole and the band and state
Atlas
Tires
and
Batteries
i
troopers
and the cheering forty nev¦ •
¦ ¦ ¦¦
i
i
I
er got to the reception . By the time
they made it back to campus , the
reception was over and the bus was
.;
empty.
R. J. DUNN, Prop.
As Frank said to me after the IF
;
TR 2-8225
TR 2-9727
i C meeting, "This was going to ibe
I
the biggest welcome a football team
WatervHie
Maine ever got at Colby. We even had
some .Freshmen from the third floor
¦
of Averill all dressed up in funny
costumes. Those poor guys ! They
thought they were going to see Colby at its best. And there we were
•¦
out in Winslow."
He muttered to himself , "I'm
sick. I'm , sick. I just .can't understand it. And me with three hour
23 Offices in the
exams."
"Heart of Maine "
As we concluded otir conversation,
his eyes brightened. . "But you
Member Federal Deposit
should
-see what we've got planned
Insurance Corporation
for the Maine game. My goal is
100 cars going to Bangor in a motorcade. We'll get half the . campus
there. Ton wait and see. "
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If we elect a creature that dares not worshi p even once in a
church other than his own without the permission of his religious
boss , will we have a man or a mouse in the White House ? '
Man ( )
Mouse ( )
The Arnold Pol l, P. O. Box 154, Cambrid ge 38, Mass.

Wat erville
Savings Bank

Waterville

Campus Movie
October 8 and 9
7 p.m.
THE WILD ONE., ¦'
¦

!
¦
I
|

Colby Homecoming — I960—will
have as its them © the Sound of Music. •
Activities will begin Friday evening, tlie 2lst with a combined concert and dance. The concert will begm at 7 :00 p.m. At 9 :30 there will
be an intermission with the crowning of the queen at 10:00. Dancing
will fye to the music of Al Corey
from 10 :00 to 12 :30.
To add to the interest in the
queen contest, on Parents' Weekend , October 15th , the candidates
will ride in decorated cars at the
half of the football game. This will
give everyone a chance to see all
tlie candidates together.
Saturday, October 22 will feature
the footbal l game with Bowdoin
and fraternity parties in the evening. Each house will have , entertainment to add to the Weekend.
The Bromo Brunch on Sunday
morning and the Woodsmen 's Meet
Sunday afternoon complete ' the
weekend.
•
A hid may be purchased for $6.00.

MAN

SPEEDERS
Of major importance to anyone with access to a car is the
new state -wide clam pdown on
speeders. A fine of $20 is issu ed
as a result , of a speedin g ticket.
Due to the newly paved road
leadin g onto th e cam pus , the
tenden cy to speed on Mayflower
Hill Drive is great. This road
was not meant for this purpose ,
but rath er as a safety measure in
itsejf . Rememb er the speed is
only 25 mph!

'

"Sound Of Music "
,
Theme For
Homecoming
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| Starts W ed nesd ay
! "CARRY ON NURSE"
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156 - 158 Main Stroet
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Service
For your convenience w ill deliver

PROCTOR ' S
SERVICE STATION !
TR 2-5471
Get Your Car Read y I
For Winter Now !

52 NORTH STREET
BEAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
SERVICE
GENERAL AUTO
REPAIRING
!
Gas
Oil
- Tiros - Batteries
I

ROLLINS- DUNHAM i
COMPANY

.
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- HARDWARE

HOUSEWARES
WESTINGIIOUSE
APPLIANCES
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HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
H^Pl HERE'S
;
:
• mW>*!s
'
of ACTIVATED
Lit
combines
unique
filter
a
ioner
^
KF #
g
>4 d6f in'tel v Proved t0 make the taste of a ci arette mild and smooth...
outer filter. Together they select'and balance
, 2.with a pure white in
ff\M?M
%%
flavor
elements the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
^e
* % JKM yo
the
best taste of the best tobaccos. ,
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